Tutorial: Data Extraction using SRDR+
This exercise will give you a sense of what extracting data into an extraction form using SRDR+
is like. The exercise should take no longer than 10 minutes.
Getting into SRDR+
For this practice session, we’re going to use an actual extraction form in SRDR+. Here’s how
you navigate to the right spot:
1. Log-in to SRDR+ using Username: ESAStudent Password: password
2. You’ll see a page that looks like this:

Click on the “+” symbol directly to the right of the Extractions (87) link
3. You will be forwarded for the New Extraction page for the project.
4. On the New Extraction page, select User: “ESAStudent (Contributor)”, and then Select
Citation: “<Amanda M Fretts> <PMID: 25159901>”

5. Click Create Extraction.
Whew! You’ve made it to the data extraction form. This is a form we’ve already created for the
purposes of this exercise.

Your task
Now that you’ve finally reached the extraction form, it’s time to start extracting data. You’ll be
taking data from the abstract of a study examining the effects of fish oil on mortality, coronary
heart disease, and stroke.

“Plasma phospholipid and dietary a-linolenic acid, mortality, CHD, and stroke: the
Cardiovascular Health Study.”
We suggest opening this abstract up in a new tab of your internet browser and referring to it as
you move through the data extraction form.
What now?
Start filling out the SRDR+ extraction form, using the information provided in the abstract. You
have enough information to fill in the fields on these tabs:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Key Questions
Design Details
Arms
Arm Details
Sample Characteristics
Outcomes

When you’re done, scroll to the next page to check your answers.

[Page] DIY data extraction answers
How did you do? Did you get stuck anywhere? Here are the correct answers for your data
extraction:
Your Design Details Tab should have looked like this:

DIY data extraction answers – more tabs
Here are the correct answers for the Arms Tab (note that in reality, Plasma phospholipid ALA
and dietary ALA may not be thought of as separate arms, but are being considered as such for
the purpose of this example):

Your Arm Details Tab should look like this:

Your Sample Characteristics Tab should look like this:

And your Outcomes Tab should look something like this:

Congratulations you have completed the tutorial!

